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1. Open the Gimp, and create a New Canvas 640 x 400 pixels 

2. Create a new transparent layer:  Layer>NewLayer> then set  the Layer Fill Type to Transparency.   

Name this layer “Light Pill” 

3. Set Guides:  Image>Guides>(by percent) 10% and 90% for the vertical guides and  35% and 65% for the 

horizontal guides. 

4. Use the rectangle select tool to create a rectangle in the centre of the guides. Check the rounded 

corners in the tool options and set the radius to 90%. 

Creating Gel Buttons in Gimp to use in your PowerPoint or Website 

Adding the Colour layers 

1. With the canvas selected, set the Foreground and 

background colours and set Foreground RGB = 

17,95,239 

2. Drag the foreground colour onto the selection in order 

to fill it with blue. 
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3. Shrink the current selection by 20%:  (>Select>Shrink), 

and save it to a channel (>Select>Save to Channel).  You 

can keep the default channel name “Selection Mask 

Copy”  (Saving to a channel is a way to preserve a 

selection so it can be used again on another occasion. 

4. Return to the Layers Palette and cliclk the Light Pill layer 

to make it active. 

5. Clear the selection (>Selection>None) 

6. Duplicate the “Light Pill” layer and name the new layer 

“Dark Pill” 

7. In the layers palette, lock the Alpha channel box. 

8. Click the foreground colour icon and set the foreground 

colour to RGB = 11-0-97 for dark blue, and click ok. 

9. Drag the dark blue colour from the toolbox onto the 

Dark Pill layer.  (only the pill should fill, because of the 

transparency lock. 

10. Create a new transparent layer >Layer>NewLayer, set 

the fill type to transparency and name the layer “Lower 

Highlight” 

11. >Dialogue>Channels> 

>Selection Mask Copy 

>Channel to Selection button 

 (red square with dotted outline) 

12. In layer paletteSelect Lower Highlights layer 

13. >Select>Feather> 20 pixels 

14. Set the foreground colour to white and drag the 

foreground icon onto the selection 
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15. >Filters>Blur>Gausian Blur, apply a blur of 50 pixels to the Lower Highlight 

layer. 

16. Activate the Move Tool  and drag the lower Highlight layer down so its 

lower white edge just touches the Dark Pill layers lower edge. 

17. Set the layer mode for the Lower Highlight layer to Grain Merge. 

 

18. Click the Dark Pill Layer in the layer palette, then: 

>Layer>Transparency>Alpha to Selection 

>Selection>Invert 

Click the Lower Highlight Layer to activate it 

>Cntrl-x to chop off any highlight over-flow 

19. Select the Dark Pill Layer 

20. >Dialogue>Channels>SelectionMaskCopy>Channel to selection button 

21. Click the Dark Pill Layer 

Add a White layer mask (>Layer>mask>add Layer Mask) 

Feather the selection by 50 pixels (>Select >Feather) 

22. Press D to reset the Foreground and Background colours, and drag the black foreground onto the selection, to fill it with black. 
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Adding and Upper Highlight 

Add a new layer “ Top Highlight” >Layer>NewLayer with fill type Transparency.  Move this layer 

to the top of the stack 

Use the Move tool (with red selection button) to drag the still active selection until its upper 

edge meets the pill upper edge selection.   

Choose the blend tool and choose the FG to transparent gradient. 

Set the foreground colour to white. 

Drag in a straight line from the top of the selection to the bottom 

2 

1 
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Stretch the Upper Highlight 

To make the light reflections more realistic: 

1. >Tools>Transformation>Perspective  and choose the layer button 

2. Drag the lower handles out horizontally to the edge of the canvas 

3. Click the Transform button.  

4. Anchor the layer (>Layer>Anchor Layer) 

5. Trim the over flow: 

Click the lightPill Layer 

>Layer>Transparency>Alpha to Selection 

>Select>Invert 

Click Top Highlight Layer to make it active 

Cntrl-x to trim the overflow of highlights. 
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Add text.  This will go in a new Text layer.  a text layer 

I used Bookman Old Style Light, size 65 
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Add a Drop Shadow to the Text Layer 

>Filters>Light and Shadow>Drop Shadow 

Offset fields (X and y) to 2 pixels, Blur Radius 3 Pixels, Opacity 80% 
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 Save your finished button in Gimp format as button1.xcf  so you can come back and edit it further, 

and clone and adapt it to make more buttons. 

 Also save the button in either *.gif or *.png format so you can use it in your PowerPoint or Web 

Site. 

 By changing the colour of the light and Dark Pill Rectangles, removing the drop-shadow, editing 

the text, and reapplying the drop-shadow, you can easily make a variety of similar buttons 


